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Fig. 1. Our digital escape room game Puzzle Policy presents users with the information of a privacy policy
through various puzzles. (a) The mobile game takes place in a laboratory from which the user needs to
escape from. Collectable items from the environment offer hints and clues that are essential for completing a
missing data set and exiting the room. (b) By solving different types of puzzles and riddles e.g., collecting and
assembling multiple pieces of a torn paper or uncovering hidden writings on a wall, the user discovers lost
parts of the data set and finds out about privacy practices such as data collection, data processing or data
transfer.
Privacy Policies inform users about how their personal data is managed while fulfilling the obligatory
requirements. Past studies have shown that users often do not read privacy policies, cannot comprehend the
long and complex policy documents, and resort to providing their consent without knowledge. To enable users
to make an informed decision, we explored serious games as a new medium to improve their understanding
of privacy policies. In a mobile escape room game, users engage with the data collection and processing by
solving different puzzles. We validated the game concept in a user study by comparing it to a conventional
textual policy. Our findings show that the game promoted greater information recall in users. However, a
trade-off seems to exist between frustration, duration and understanding. We show strategies for turning a
privacy policy into game elements for a mobile escape room game and incorporating privacy information into
different puzzles. We recommend that the choice of a privacy policy format should vary in a case-by-case
scenario and should accommodate different target audiences.
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1

INTRODUCTION & MOTIVATION

Digital and online services have become omnipresent in everyday life. Often these services collect,
process and store user data. Privacy policies are in place to describe how these services handle the
user data. However, many studies have shown that users do not read privacy policies [3, 43, 51, 53],
as these legal texts are often very long and hard to read. As a result, users often agree to privacy
policies without understanding them, preventing them from making a digitally sovereign decision
about their own privacy.
However, users are concerned about preserving their privacy [20, 34, 48]. Many express worries
and uncertainty about how much personal data is being collected and passed on by digital and
online services, yet this concern has little influence on actual privacy behaviour when using these
services. First providers, such as Apple in the App Store, use icons to inform their users about what
kind of user data is collected and how it is processed by the apps, to improve the user understanding
of privacy policies and allow them to make an informed decision before downloading new apps.
In order to make an informed decision, it is vital for users to know what kind of data is collected
from them and whether it may be used for advertising purposes or shared with third parties. Yet so
far, there is little research into bringing privacy policies closer to users and addressing the issue
of users’ reluctance to read them. At the same time, there have been some attempts to make user
interfaces more open, to reveal which data users are passing on, and to enable users to regulate the
passing of this data [13, 28, 36, 37].
This paper explores how to improve users’ understanding of privacy policies by using a mobile
game as a medium. Studies suggest that digital games can positively influence knowledge, skills,
attitudes and behaviours regarding a topic [21, 29, 33]. By using games, users are more likely to
engage with the content of the privacy policy, improve their understanding and be concerned with
the topic for more extended periods of time [9]. We developed Puzzle Policy (see Figure 1), a digital
escape room game presenting information of a privacy policy, here from the Corona-DatenspendeApp (CDA, Corona-Data-Donation-App) released by the Robert Koch Institute (RKI; the German
public health institute), in the form of puzzles. By breaking down the lengthy privacy statement
into smaller and more digestable parts and incorporate them into game elements, we apply the
approch of content chunking which is known to improve the human learning process [17]. As users
aim to exit the room by completing a missing data set, they engage with the various data types
that are collected and further data handling practices. Since the textual privacy policy remains,
nowadays, the required legal element, we envision our game to be a meaningfull addition, users
can choose when they want to inform themselves about privacy practices. As a simple application
context, vendors could integrate a link to the escape room game next to the link to their privacy
policy.
Our work addresses the research question if the understanding of privacy policies can be improved
through a privacy policy game. We evaluated our approach in a user study with 18 participants and
compared our game with the original privacy policy. Our findings show that the game achieved
significantly higher user understanding. However, a trade-off seems to exist between the three
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factors of frustration, duration and understanding as the game group spent more time in the game
than the text group with the written variant. Our findings show early evidence that a serious game
can be used as a medium to convey privacy policy information. We recommend that the choice of a
privacy policy format should vary on a case-by-case scenario and should accommodate different
target audiences.
2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we review prior work aiming for an improved communication and understanding
of privacy policies. Against this background, we then discuss benefits of using serious games for
conveying serious topics.
2.1

Privacy Policy as Interactive Technology

A common approach to present privacy policies in a more user-friendly manner is breaking down
the text into smaller sections, also called chunks [17]. Inspired by nutrition labels on food packaging,
a "privacy nutrition label" was developed to present privacy information in a standardised, visually
clear and structured way [22]. A two-dimensional grid layout shows categories of collected data,
how that data is used and who the data is shared with. The table allowed users to find information
faster and more accurately compared to the full text. A follow-up study emphasised the benefits
of using a standardised format in regards to speed and accuracy for the information finding [23].
Recent work extended the grid layout and added different interactive elements that allowed users
to expand table rows to access more information. Additional toggle buttons enable the control over
allowing the usage and disclosure of particular data or withdraw the consent [37]. This form of
information presentation achieved higher ratings in attractiveness and transparency. To address the
particular issue of the length of privacy policies, recent work explored concise privacy notices (less
than 60 words) as a means to raise users’ privacy awareness [13]. Notices exclusively presented
on a dedicated app screen achieved a significantly higher recall of data practices in contrast to
contextually embedded information or notices that could only be reached by clicking on a link. The
authors conclude that the increased time spent reading the notices on a dedicated screen might
have enabled the users to recall more information. In the context of a terms-of-service agreement,
previous work also explored a comic-based policy to engage users in paying more attention towards
privacy notices [46]. The comic provided a summary of a data policy and received higher attention
from readers than the textual variant.
2.2

Games/Escape Rooms for Serious Topics

Serious games use basic characteristics of games to teach serious content. The term has been
described by Alvarez et al. as a combination of a video game with one or more purposes, such
as data exchanging, training or message delivery [1]. Serious games target areas of application
outside the mainstream entertainment market, including defence and military training, government,
education, healthcare, commerce and communication to name a few [31, 44, 52]. However, it is
important to highlight the distinction between serious games and gamification. While the two
terms are interlinked, serious games are games developed using the principles of game design.
Gamification, on the other hand, is used to introduce game elements into products, services or
information systems, for example, scoring systems, rankings, or badges [5, 18]. Gamification is
intended to enhance the user experience by positively influencing motivation for achievement,
productivity and user behaviour. Previous work, e.g. applied gamification techniques to help users
learn and understand password security [39].Contrary to that, serious games are nearly always
linked to a learning objective and focus on problem-solving experiences while often providing
authentic simulations of real-life circumstances [40, 44, 50].
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It has been proven in many studies that serious games can support the acquisition of skills
and knowledge while keeping the players engaged [4, 26, 30, 38]. The players may also benefit
from a positive change in attitude towards a subject [6], increased motivation and confidence,
and situational awareness [7, 10, 42, 49, 54]. Playing such games has additionally been shown
to promote problem recognition, problem solving, decision-making, and self-monitoring [15, 27].
However, gaining skills or solving a problem is not always the desired outcome in serious games.
Some are designed exclusively for the purpose of informing the player about a topic, or knowledge
improvement. Some of the most successful implementations of educational content into a serious
game have been achieved through the use of multi-user virtual environments (MUVEs) [10] where
multiple persons can participate in a game at once and communicate with one another to achieve a
common objective.
One example of MUVEs applied to the gaming context is the virtual escape rooms that include
browser and PC games [8, 16, 47, 56]. Originating in the realm of computer games, escape rooms
were later adapted to real-world analogue settings that can sometimes combine elements from
the virtual environment. Virtual escape games belong to the genre of adventure games and can be
played in a multi-player or single-player mode, the latter being the most common. These types
of games require patience, endurance, and skill as well as logical thinking, and can contribute to
improving these skills. In escape games, the player(s) find themselves in a room with the prevailing
motivation to escape from it. In order to do that, the players are often asked to solve a number of
tasks, find and link items, solve puzzles, etc. Escape rooms as a genre have also been adapted to
serious gaming for educational purposes. Some have been used for surgical [24] and paramedic
training [11], climate change education [32], and entrepreneurship courses [25] to name but a few.
However, this genre of virtual games has not yet been applied to the context of data privacy. The
following section describes the design and implementation of a virtual escape room game for the
purpose of informing users about privacy policies.
3

PUZZLE POLICY: PRIVACY POLICY ESCAPE GAME

We built a mobile escape room game to evaluate if it can help familiarise users with privacy policies
better. The game uses a privacy statement of another app, website or digital service (referred to as
base privacy policy in this context) that the user wants to familiarise themselves with as game input.
Our mobile game consists of a series of mini puzzles that must be solved in order to complete the
game successfully. The mini puzzles are designed to inform the user about data usage in the selected
base privacy policy. In our case, we used the privacy statement of the Corona-Datenspende-App
(CDA, Corona-Data-Donation-App), which was published by the Robert Koch Institute (RKI; the
German public health institute) in early April 2020 and which was one of the most used apps
in Germany in 2020. The app collects personal data from fitness trackers and smartwatches and
was released in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The goal of our game is to escape a locked
room (see Figure 2 (a)) by solving various puzzles (see e.g. Figure 2 (c)). To do so, players need to
interpret clues, collect items (see Figure 2 (b)), and combine them to get the information about the
lost data set (see Figure 2 (d)). By solving the puzzles, users not only interact with the aspects of
privacy statements, but they also need to remember and reproduce the information when manually
completing the data set.
3.1

Puzzle Policy: Privacy Information as Game Elements

In our developed policy escape game, the puzzles serve to integrate all aspects of the base privacy
policy into the game. To identify commonly used types of puzzles in escape room games, we looked
at seven virtual and two analogue escape room games, released between 1988 and 2020, including
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(a) Overview of the escape room containing typical lab furniture such as a desk, shelves and cabinets, boxes of equipment and a large screen.

(b) A gold glitter effect around the yellow notepad
marks a collectable item. The padlock, one of the
puzzles, can be opend with the correct combination of four digits.

(c) Pieces of a jigsaw puzzle need to be collected
around the room. Put together, they reveal a
memo with handwritten information for the data
set.

(d) Discovered pieces of the lost data set are entered at a computer screen. Incorrect entries are
indicated by a red background.

Fig. 2. Different components and interactions of the policy escape game.

single- and multiplayer games. Our findings concluded the list below of commonly employed game
elements. Key items that act as clues can be, e.g. objects or written notes, numbers, symbols, codes
or equations. A discovered clue can be part of a final solution or solve another puzzle to progress
further with the gameplay.
• Traditional puzzle types: jigsaw puzzle, crossword puzzle, morse code puzzle, maze, logical
puzzle, mathematical puzzle
• Finding key items in the environment (e.g. unlock a safe, remove frames from wall)
• Finding invisible key items in the environment (e.g. light switch, projections, magnifying
glasses)
• Combining key items with each other or with their environment (e.g. using a combination of
digits to open a lock, combining symbols with a map, draining water to obtain a key)
• Skill based tasks (e.g. remembering information, jumping and balancing on rolling boulders,
pushing buttons in a particular order)
• Consulting external resources (e.g. a website)
In order to translate our base privacy policy into an escape room game, we first analysed the text
based on the conveyed privacy information. We then identified similar or corresponding concepts
such as collected data types, purpose of data collection or data transfer to third parties. These
concepts allowed us to split up the initial set of conveyed privacy information into eight smaller
units (see first column in Table 1). By splitting up the content of the privacy policy, the privacy
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Table 1. Overview of all privacy aspects in our base privacy policy, the implemented puzzles, and other tasks
to convey the respective information in our game Puzzle Policy.

Privacy Policy Aspects

Type of Puzzle

1. Purpose of data
collection and data
processing
2. Consent to data
processing

Story of the game intro, underlined
with the marked map

3. Scope of the collected
data, storage location
and storage period
4. Retrieval and storage
of personal data

Map Puzzle, Lock Puzzle,
PC Input

5. Storage of postal code
6. Storage of age, height,
gender and weight
7. Data transfer to third
parties

Included in Jigsaw Puzzle
Included in Jigsaw Puzzle

8. Data security

Type of Other Tasks

Morse Code Puzzle, Special
Glasses, Magnifying Glass

At the end of the intro the players
are explicitly asked if they want
to start the mission

Some data is very small or not visible
at the beginning to express
that those kinds of data are collected
without the user actively knowing

After completing the data set, the
players are informed that the data
will be transferred directly to the RKI
The access to the data set is secured
by a safe password divided
into two parts

information can be presented to and retained by players in smaller chunks, which improves the
human learning process [17]. The identified privacy concepts were then translated into various
puzzles or tasks in the game. The selection of suitables puzzles or tasks for a privacy escape room
game is crucial as not every aspect of a privacy policy can be conveyed equally well through the
same type of puzzle. Relevant factors include the kind of privacy information such as numbers (e.g.
duration of storage), a single word (e.g. a collected data point), descriptions (e.g. purpose for data
collection) or location (e.g. storage location). Drawing from our findings of commonly used game
elements in escape room games, we implemented the identified eight aspects of our base privacy
policy into diverse types of puzzles to match the information kind and to provide a variety of tasks
for users. An overview can be seen in Table 1. In the following, we will elaborate on the design of
two puzzles employed in our game to demonstrate the justification behind a meaningful puzzle
choice.
Jigsaw Puzzle for Conveying Data Manually Supplied by Users. The game’s jigsaw puzzle (see
Figure 2 (c)) conveys all types of collected data that are manually entered by the user, contrary
to, e.g. automatically in the background collected sensor data. Due to the nature of the manually
supplied information, we chose a handwritten paper, ripped into six pieces, to translate this privacy
information into a game element. The torn document contains the age, the height, the gender, the
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weight and the postal code. In addition, players can find a pseudonym token as a substitute for
the user’s real name to grant anonymity. In order to recognise and read the written words and
numbers, all pieces must be collected and pieced together. At the beginning of the game, one of
the pieces is already located in the player’s inventory, the other five pieces need to be discovered
around the room.
Map Puzzle for Conveying Storage Location. In the game, players can find a map which must
be inserted into a frame hanging on the wall. Once this is done, the storage location of the data,
Germany, is revealed on the map to the players. If the frame is tapped on without the map being
in the players inventory, a pop-up message appears informing the players that they are missing
something. In addition to the location on the map, four digit coordinates are displayed after
successful solving. These numbers serve then as the key for the padlock (see Figure 2 (b)), which
unlocks another puzzle.
3.2

Puzzle Policy: Gameplay

The player perspective is set to first-person, and the player’s position is bound to the centre of the
room. Players can look around the room by swiping with their fingers up, down, right and left on
the mobile device touch screen. By pinching the screen with two fingers, players can zoom in or
out. The goal was to create a game that offers a similar experience as the analogue escape room
equivalent. This includes the possibility of a closer examination of the environment and the objects
in the room. Players have the ability to click on particular objects in the room, some of which
can be collected. As can be seen in Figure 2b, collectable items have a gold glitter effect, while all
other objects that players can interact with, such as puzzles or items that can be combined with
previously collected objects, glow a pulsating yellow. Hints or information are communicated to
players with each interaction. The picked-up items are then placed in the player’s inventory. The
inventory is used by the players to check their progress, as all inventory slots are filled during the
course of the game. On starting the game, there is a short explanation of the purpose of the game,
followed by an explanation of the game mechanics. After that, the story of the game is presented
and the game proper begins.
When the game starts, the players find themselves in the room where the entire game takes
place. Players are shown their inventory, which already contains one jigsaw puzzle piece. They
are encouraged to search and find the remaining pieces in the room to assemble the puzzle, see
Figure 2c, to get the first pieces of information from the missing data set. In this way, players learn
about the inventory and get an introduction to the game. Each time one of the items is picked up, a
description text pops up, giving the players information about the item and allowing them to place
it in the setting. The task of finding puzzle pieces scattered around the room should encourage the
players to take a closer look and explore the room, and in doing so, they should also come across
elements of other puzzles.
We built the game in Unreal 4.25.1 as a mobile application for Android, requiring at least Android
4.4 KitKat.
4

USER STUDY

To evaluate the effectiveness of the developed mobile game, a between-subject online study was
conducted. We compared the knowledge acquisition in regards to privacy policies through our
app Puzzle Policy (game condition) and through an original privacy policy (text condition). For our
study, we recruited 18 participants through personal communication, mailing lists and a university
platform, which allows psychology students to earn points for their participation in the studies. The
participants were alternately assigned to the two condition groups, resulting in nine participants per
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condition (game vs original privacy policy). The average age of the test persons was 29; the median
age was 28 for both conditions, respectively. Twelve of the participants identified themselves as
male, while the other six identified themselves as female. While participants in the game condition
rated their internet competence exclusively with 4 to 5 points at an average of 4.4 (SD=0.49) (1
very low competence to 5 very good internet competence), participants in the text condition gave
themselves an average of 3.9 points (SD=0.99).
4.1

Procedure

Before commencing the study, we provided participants with a consent form detailing the procedure,
purpose and risks of the study, as well as their rights in regards to participation. During the study,
only the described measurements were taken, the Puzzle Policy game does not collect user data.
If participants agreed to the study conditions then upon signing the form, they were given the
opportunity to ask any remaining questions and mute themselves and turn off the video for the
duration of the task at their convenience. After the task, the respondents were invited to fill out
a demographic questionnaire to provide information about their age, qualification level, internet
usage and gaming experience. To determine the users’ attitudes and opinions towards privacy
policies and measure their confidence in their privacy online, we asked a set of 5-point Likert scale
questions.
In both conditions, we collected interaction data by recording the number of swipes and pinches
to zoom while playing the game and the corresponding timestamps. In addition, we recorded the
task completion time in both conditions. For the game group this meant the completion time to
solve individual puzzles and the completion time for the entire game. In the text condition, we
recorded the reading time for each of the eight sections of the privacy policy to gain information
about the sections participants spent longer on while simultaneously tracking the total time needed
to read the privacy policy.
Directly after finishing the game or reading the textual privacy policy, participants were given
additional questionnaires. An online quiz with six multiple-choice questions was created based
on the privacy information of the base privacy policy to assess participants’ understanding of the
privacy policy’s content, similar to [41]. The NASA TLX questionnaire was used to measure the
participants’ cognitive load [19] during the study. In addition, we reevaluated the users’ privacy
attitude to determine possible changes given the newly learned information about the privacy
policy during the study. A semi-structured interview followed this to give participants room for
comments. The audio of the online interview was recorded using the recording feature of the open
broadcaster software (OBS) with the consent of the participants.
5

RESULTS

All 18 participants were able to complete the experiment. The statistical analysis of the data was
cunducted in R. To test for normal distribution, we applied visual inspection of histogramms and
the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. For normally distributed data a Welch Two Sample t-test was used,
for not normally distributed data we used a Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction.
Due to the small sample size of 18 participants, 9 per condition, quantitative findings should be
treated with caution and interpreted as a first indicator of future studies.
5.1 Understanding
In order to determine the knowledge retention through the game application compared to the text
condition, we compared the scores in the post-study quiz. The mean score in the game condition
was 16.3 (SD = 1.0, median = 17); for the text group, the mean was 14.9 (SD = 0.7, median = 15), see
Figure 4a. A Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction showed that participants playing
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(b) Results of privacy attitude and behaviour before
and after playing the policy escape game or reading
the textual privacy policy.

Fig. 3. Results regarding the frequency of reading privacy policies and outcomes of the privacy attitude and
behaviour.

the game could remember significantly more information than participants reading the privacy
policy (W = 70.5, p-value = 0.0072).
In both conditions, bonus points could be achieved for each correctly remembered collected
kind of data, which could be entered in a free text field. Participants in the text group achieved on
averrage 1.4 bonus points, while participants in the game condition achieved 2.7 points, almost
double. Including these bonus points, participants in the game condition scored overall on average
19 points (SD = 2.6, median = 18). In the text condition, participants scored overall on average 16.3
points (SD = 1.2, median = 17). The Welch Two Sample t-test showed that, including bonus points,
participants playing the game scored significantly higher (t = 2.7852, p-value = 0.0172).
5.2

Privacy Attitude & Behaviour

At the beginning of the experiment, 5-point Likert scale questions (1 = do not agree at all, 5 = totally
agree) were asked to assess participants’ attitudes and behaviours towards privacy policies and
their privacy confidence level. Both statements, "I keep myself informed about privacy issues and
solutions" and "Compared to others, I am more concerned about my privacy" scored 2.7 (SD = 1.23
and SD = 1.18 respectively). The statement "I am aware of privacy issues and practices" received
the highest level of agreement with 4.1 (SD = 0.80). Regarding participants’ privacy behaviour, the
statement "I read privacy policies before using online services" received on average 1.8 (SD = 0.96).
"I am confident in my understanding of privacy policies" received an average score of 2.5 (SD = 1.04)
and the statement "I often wish for different mediation methods for privacy policies" scored 3.4
(SD = 1.33). The highest score of agreement was achieved by the statement, "I often have problems
remembering aspects of reading privacy policies" with 3.9 (SD = 1.41). The statement "I could restate
some aspects of reading privacy policies" scored the lowest, with an average of 1.5 (SD = 0.71). Since
no participant fully agreed that they were able to recall aspects of any privacy policy, the follow-up
task, which was addressed to all those who gave the statement a value of 5 on the Likert scale to
list points that the participants could remember, was not filled out by any of the participants.
Regarding the frequency of reading privacy policies, almost three quarters, 72% of the participants,
never or hardly ever read the privacy policy when they visit a website or before they use a service,
see Figure 3a. In the game group, five participants never read privacy policies, two rarely, and one
subject each sometimes and more often. In the text group, three participants each never, rarely
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and sometimes read through the privacy policies. No respondent stated that they read the privacy
policy every time. Fifteen of the 18 respondents gave the length of the document as the reason
for not reading through data privacy policies. The second most frequently selected reason was
the large amount of time required, at 31%, followed by "too complicated" at 21%. Lack of interest
in the subject and the expectation that they would not be able to understand the policy anyway
accounted for 7% and 5% respectively. The response here was that privacy policies are not written
in a reader-friendly way and that people search the internet to see if someone has already done a
summary instead of reading the policies by themselves. Another response was that there is often
no alternative to the desired service, and the privacy policy must be accepted anyway in order to
use the service. Another respondent did not feel addressed by privacy policies because they are
legal documents and only become interesting to lawyers in the event of litigation.
To determine a possible change in participants’ attitude towards privacy policies after playing our
escape room game or reading the textual privacy policy, four Likert scale questions on the subject
of privacy attitude were asked before and after the task, see Figure 3b. No significant differences
could be found for either of the statements. The first statement "Privacy policies effectively show
commitment from online actors" received an average rating of 2.2 (SD = 0.97) from participants
before playing the game, which increased by 0.2 after playing the game. The text group had a slightly
higher starting value with a mean of 2.8 (SD = 1.20) which remained the same after reading the
privacy policy. The second statement "Privacy policies show the online actors’ conscientiousness
to protect my data" scored on average 3 (SD = 0.87) in the game group before the task, which
decreased by 0.1 after the task. The text group scored 2.6 on average (SD = 0.88) pre task, which
increased by 0.1 post task. The value for the third statement "I am concerned that my data is not
being kept properly" decreased in the game group from 3.3 (SD = 1.00) to 3.1 (SD = 1.17). In contrast,
participants in the text condition scored on average 3.6 (SD = 1.01) before the task, which increased
to 3.7 (SD = 1.17) after reading the privacy policy. The last statement was "Online actors know
too much about me." Here, the average score in the game group pre task was at 3.7 (SD = 1.41),
remaining at 3.7 (SD = 1.11) after the task. For the text group, the average score decreased from 3.9
(SD = 0.93) to 3.7 (SD = 1.41).
5.3

Time

The average task completion time for the game group was 33 min and 20 sec (SD = 7:10min); for
the text group only a quarter of this at 8 min and 50 sec (SD = 1:24min). In the game group, the
differences were larger and much more spread out, while in the text group, participants were in
a similar range with respect to the completion time of their task. The Welch Two Sample t-test
showed that participants reading the text were significantly faster (t = 9.5937, p-value < 0.0001)
than participants playing the game. It should be noted that a log file was written in the background
for the game group during their task, which was meant to record swipes and zooming in on the
screen and puzzle completion times. However, the log file was not written correctly for five out of
nine participants, which did not allow the analysis of this interaction data.
5.4

Taskload

The Welch Two Sample t-test did not show a significant difference for the overall task load between
both conditions, or for individual subscales, see Figure 4b. Nevertheless, mental demand was 66
points in the text condition; almost 10 points higher than for the game variant, but in the high range
for both. The temporal demand was about the same for both, in a somewhat high range. There
was a greater difference between the two conditions in the frustration level. Here, the mean of the
frustration level in the game condition was 53.8 (SD = 15.1, median = 55). In the text condition, the
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(a) Mean quiz scores achieved in the game condition and text condition, as well as the additional
bonus points. The bar whiskers show the standard
deviation.
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(b) Mean scores for the game and text group sorted
by category. The bar whiskers show the standard
deviation

Fig. 4. Results of the quiz and NASA TLX questionnaire.

mean was 36.6 (SD = 24.4, median = 45). The Welch Two Sample t-test, however, did not show a
significant difference.
5.5

Interviews

Participants were also asked for their ideas on accompanying mediation media for privacy policies.
A common response was videos. One respondent suggested a privacy notice with drop-down
menus, and another suggested some sort of interactive document with explanations on demand.
One respondent did not find the text form in privacy policies intrinsically disturbing, but the format
could be better, for example, with bullet point-like, shorter sentences. One respondent found the
written form most useful. In the game condition participants were asked after their task which game
elements they would change if they could. Four participants would like to see improved or changed
controls; two said they liked the game as it is. Additional wishes included more visible hints, the
addition of sounds, more information about the inventory, and a notebook for information found.
One respondent noted that the game’s story was exaggerated and should not be a fantasy text for a
real-world application.
The last three qualitative questions in the post-task questionnaire had to be answered with a
Likert scale rating, where 1 meant complete disagreement and 5 meant complete agreement. The
first statement was "I will now read through the privacy policy more often before using a website
or app", which the game group answered with an average score of 2.1 (SD=1.2) and the text group
answered higher with a score of 3.2 (SD=1.1).
The two statements "I am confident in my understanding of the addressed privacy policy" and "I
am now sure to know what data of mine is collected and stored" achieved similar values in both
groups, with a game group mean of 4 (SD=0.7) and 4.1 (SD=0.6) respectively and a text group mean
of 3.8 (SD=0.7) and 4 (SD=1.2) respectively.
One question that only the game group was asked after completing their task was regarding
future usage of the game. Eight participants answered yes, one subject answered no. Using the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test, no significance could be found.
Qualitative questions were also asked. First, how the participants liked their task. In the game
group, 8 participants answered positively and described their task as fun, good, and interesting.
One subject did not like the task because it felt frustrating. In the text group, the task was described
negatively six times with clusters of boredom ("dry", "monotonous", "repetitive", "unspectacular")
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and task difficulty ("exhausting", "difficult"), and positively five times in the area of interest and
informative or educational. Some participants of the text group used both positive and negative
descriptions and did not settle on a judgment.
5.5.1 Original Privacy Policy Group. The participants in the text group stated three times that
they had difficulty concentrating on their task, six found the content difficult, while two were
able to concentrate well ("Hard to absorb the information"). The participants who had difficulty
concentrating reported having to force themselves to concentrate on the text and in some cases
had to read sentences several times. One participant said "You have to actively try to concentrate all
the time, because otherwise you skip things and miss out on reading" 3 . The content was found to be
difficult to absorb, with some parts standing out more than others. The passages that explained
who can access what, where and when stood out as being more difficult to understand, especially
the third aspect of the policy "Scope of the collected data, storage location and storage period", as
well as the fourth aspect "Retrieval and storage of personal data" stood out negatively. The fact that
certain topics were repeated in the privacy policy was described as both good and bad ("Bad for
concentration", "Good for remembering"). Other participants reported good concentration, although
concentration was reported to have decreased or being interrupted completely during the task.
Concentration was also described as waning especially toward the end of the task.
5.5.2 Game Group. In the interview with the participants from the game group, more questions
were asked to obtain additional information on the general reception of the developed application.
Eight of the nine participants had criticism to express towards game elements ("Controls were very
unfamiliar at first", "Visual highlight effects are too small and too subtle", "More puzzles"), one subject
would not change anything. Several participants criticised the choice of some representations,
such as hidden clues. It was reported that the stress level on the floor at the imaginary feet of the
players was very difficult to find. Likewise, participants had difficulty finding the book on the shelf
containing the magnifying glass on several occasions, which only appeared after completing a
certain puzzle. Some things were also described as visually not well noticeable. The wrong tracks
were positively received by the participants as these were reminiscent of real analog escape rooms,
with one participant being confused by it but ultimately finding it purposeful. Overall, there was
no one and only point in the game where many test persons had problems. Parts where they got
stuck and needed more time to move on varied. Mentioned here was the Morse code puzzle, finding
the code for the combination lock, and, as already stated, locating the hidden magnifying glass in
the book. One subject even wished for more puzzles in the game. Six out of nine participants from
the game group found solving the game easy ("The task was rather easy for me", "It went relatively
well"), one neither difficult nor easy. Two participants said it was difficult to solve the game. The
Morse code puzzle and the escape room game genre were rated particularly well. Six of the nine
participants said they were able to concentrate well on their task, two were unmotivated in their
task. One subject stated that they had forgotten the task during the game : "I think I forgot what
my task was in between and just played. But when I entered it on the computer, it came back to me."
4 . Two participants also described the task as mentally stressful, but there was no displeasure.
The interviews also revealed that a stronger connection or reminder of the story in the game was
desired.
3 Translated

from German: "Man muss die ganze Zeit aktiv versuchen sich zu konzentrieren, weil man sonst Sachen
überspringt und dann nicht liest."
4 Translated from German: "Ich glaube ich habe zwischendrin vergessen was meine Aufgabe war und hab einfach nur noch
gespielt. Beim Eingeben am Computer ist sie mir aber wieder eingefallen."
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DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK

While our participants showed clear interest in safeguarding their data, their answers indicated a
far less cautious behaviour inconsistent with that interest. Almost three-quarters of the participants
reported never or rarely read privacy policies and stated they could not remember content, indicating
inattentive reading. These results support the user behaviour of the privacy paradox. Length and
reading time were the most common reasons for not reading privacy policies. Excessive complexity
of content was another dominant, but only the third most frequently expressed reason in the data
collected. As such, our study data supports the earlier research findings showing that policies are
often too long, too complicated, too time-intensive and uninteresting for users to thoroughly read
and comprehend. The mental demand score of the NASA TLX was also slightly higher in the text
group (with no significant difference found, however), which points once more to the complexity
issue that discourages users from familiarising themselves with privacy policies. The game results
showed lower mental demand despite puzzle-solving tasks that tend to be associated with higher
mental effort than reading a text.
6.1

Differences in Perceived Information

As reported, a significant difference was found in the quiz scores. The game group had significantly
more points and bonus points compared to the text group. From this, we conclude that the research
question is confirmed and that the escape room game had a positive influence on the understanding
of privacy policies. On the one hand, this could be related to the fact that the participants spent more
time with the game than with the text. On the other hand, actively dealing with and remembering
the information to solve the puzzles and to enter the correct key aspect on the PC could have had a
positive influence on the information retention. With regard to the individual quiz questions, there
was no consistent direction in false answers. The only conspicuousness concerns the true/false
question about the collection and storage of steps travelled. Here, every subject from the game
group answered correctly, but from the text group, only four of the nine participants gave a correct
response. This could be explained by a potentially unclear formulation of the question itself that
led to misinterpretation by the study participants. The game group was very confident in their
answers, whereas the text group was more uncertain. This uncertainty suggests that the text was
not fully understood, as otherwise this question would also have been answered correctly.
Overall, despite the different task, both groups were nearly equally confident in their received
knowledge and their understanding regarding the collected data. One could conclude from this that
the game has an influence on actual understanding, but less effect on perceived understanding. It is
interesting to note the significantly higher willingness among participants in the text group to read
privacy policies more frequently in the future, compared to the game group. It is possible that the
forced reading helped to remove the deterrence of privacy policies. Another reason could be that
the participants became aware of the important information contained in privacy policies, which
positively influenced their intention to read them more carefully. However, this is only a short-term
result and does not indicate whether the behaviour of reading privacy policies will actually be
influenced in the future. As already mentioned, a longer engagement with the contents of privacy
policies could be a factor for the increased comprehension of the latter, which occurred in the game
group with 75% higher task time. In connection with this, it could be examined whether a similar
effect could be achieved in the text group, by having the text group spend exactly the same amount
of time on their task as the game group. This could provide insight into whether the time spent
is crucial in understanding privacy policies, or whether the game medium was actually the main
driving force of the positive effect. Not only did the game group score significantly higher in the
quiz, but they also scored significantly more bonus points than participants from the text group.
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Basic points could be achieved by questions with fixed answer options, bonus points - by a freely
fillable text field in which each additional kind of data that is recorded had to be written down, if
the participants remembered. Here, the larger differences are also visually apparent and indicate a
deeper knowledge retention for the game participants in comparison to the text participants, since
there were no answer options in the text field.
6.2

Similarities in Temporal Demand

While playing the game took participants on average almost four times longer than participants
reading the privacy policy (33 min and 20 sec vs 8 min and 50 sec), the results of the NASA TLX
indicate that the longer playing time did not translate into a higher temporal demand, as this was
judged roughly the same for both versions. Compared to the shorter reading condition, the longer
playing time was, therefore, on average subjectively perceived similar. This is an important finding,
since the time it takes to read a privacy policy was the second most often chosen reason for not
reading privacy statements, right after the length of the documents. The longer time it takes for
playing the game was, therefore, not perceived as a drawback of our Puzzle Policy game. A possible
interpretation might be that the privacy escape game allowed players to be more immersed into
the game and to have more fun compared to participants reading the text. Consequently, the time
spent might have been perceived shorter due to the enjoyment factor [2]. In addition, the results of
the NASA TLX suggest that the longer playing time did not result in an overall higher cognitive
load. Further, the interview results showed that the game participants were able to concentrate
on their task much better than the text participants, despite the longer task completion time.
Players, therefore, were longer engaged with the task, but did not perceive this as more cognitively
demanding than text readers spending significantly less time on their task. This suggests that the
game was able to hold the attention of the players better, and thus let them concentrate longer on
the topic than the text did for the participants of the text group. This could have been a result from
presenting the information to players in smaller chunks.
Besides the design of our Puzzle Policy game, another reason for the large difference in time is
the considerably below average reading time of our base privacy policy with approximatly 9 min.
Privacy statements of other popular websites are substantially longer, requiring much more time
to be read. For example, Facebook takes 29 min to read, WhatsApp 67 min and Instagram 29 min.
These reading durations were calculated with the tool Ratte from the University of Regensburg [55],
which takes into account many factors of the text that have an influence on the reading speed,
such as the syllable count of the words or lexical density. Typical reading times other pribacy
statements are, therefore, similar to our game playing time or considerably longer. While longer
privacy policies of other popular digital services would extend the time for both conditions, reading
and playing, it could be presumed that they differ in the extent of the time added. More text comes
with an invariable reading time addition. However, for the game, the additional privacy information
can be incorporated into existing puzzles and clues that correspond to the respective privacy aspect
(e.g. more collected data points written on the torn document for the jigsaw puzzle). This way, the
time required to solve the puzzles remains unaffected.
Taking a closer look at the time spent in the text condition, the short reading time of approximatly
9 min still scored a temporal demand value that can be classified in the somewhat high range [19],
similar to the game condition score. One possibe explanation might be that the text was simply
perceived as so unengaging that the time appeared longer. On the other hand, participants from the
text group might have experienced a temporal bias after learning the kind of task they were going
to do. Since the second most common reason given as to why participants do not read privacy
policies is that they take up too much time to read, the text participants might have entered the
task with an expectation that it was going to be long or too long. To better understand the time
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spent to read the privacy policy in our user study, we calculated the reading time using again the
calculation tool Ratte [55]. An objectively slightly higher value of 10 minutes estimated by the
tool could suggest, that participants might have quickly skimmed over the privacy policy during
their task. However, this time estimate refers to 12th grade students. Among the participants, there
were no such students, which might explain the slightly shorter recorded reading time in our study.
Another website calculates a reading time of just under seven minutes for average readers and over
15 and a half minutes for poor readers [14], but does not mention what factors were taken into
account for the calculation. Ultimately, the required reading time of the privacy policy could be in
a normal range, however, there is the possibility that participants might have skimmed through the
policy.
In conclusion, future work might aim for reducing the overall playing time of a privacy policy
escape room game to address participants’ concerns about the required time they need to spent
on reading a privacy policy. Despite the positive acceptance of the game with eight out of nine
participants willing to play the privacy escape game again, it can be assumed that many users
would prefer to play a shorter game with privacy policies as a topic. Based on our observations
during the study, a considerable amount of time was sometimes spent on finding the next clue or
next puzzle. By presenting players with quick hints for the next steps, the time searching for clues
could be reduced. However, one would then have to consider that the learning effect and the better
understanding of the privacy policies might have been favoured by the longer time spent with the
game.
6.3

Possible Observation of Hard Fun

The significant difference in the frustration level is also evident in the NASA TLX questionnaire.
Although the game version was significantly more frustrating for the participants than the text
version, the task in the game group was perceived as more interesting and overall more positive
compared to the text group. Despite the higher frustration, eight of the nine participants in the
game group would still use and play such applications. One would expect a similarity in the overall
evaluation of the task, given the frustration level values. However, the text group rated their task
considerably more negatively with a roughly equal distribution of positive and negative statements.
It would also have to be examined whether the higher frustration should be considered as a negative
result in this use case, considering the higher overall scores in the game group, since frustration
is an intentional aspect of the game and puzzle design. A less frustrating game could also lead to
the participants memorising less information. Evidence for a link between task frustration and
learning exist showing that people focus more on a problem if it frustrates them [45].
Moreover, increased knowledge acquisition achieved through frustration could also be an important implication for serious games. One of the main levers that serious game design uses to
impart knowledge is the fun that comes with playing. It should be noted, however, that fun does
not necessarily contradict frustration. There are also pleasant forms of frustration, which can be
found in games, for examples see [35]. If players are stuck on a frustrating challenge in a game
and then manage to solve it, the feeling of reward is great. Prensky also calls this kind of fun "hard
fun" and compares the effort of hard fun in games with the exertion that can occur after mastering
sports challenges.
The frustration in the game group was certainly also caused by individual differences further
supported by a much higher standard deviation which was almost six times higher than in the text
group. This is probably related to the different gaming experiences, especially experiences with
puzzle games, as revealed by the interviews. In particular, participants who play computer games
very frequently were in the lower spectrum of game completion times. This could be an indication
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that serious games for privacy policies might be more suitable for people who are attracted to
games.
It would be worthwhile to examine what effects a less frustrating game has on the results by
becoming more user-friendly and more approachable for people who are less familiar with games
or games in general. This could be achieved through more guidance in the game or more visible
hints. In this context it seems feasible to think about adaptive difficulty settings to better align
puzzle difficulty with player performance. Difficulty variants could be achieved through the use of
varying difficulty puzzles, since the longer game completion times were mainly caused by getting
stuck in puzzles according to the interviews. However, it is important to ensure that the game does
not become too easy for users and that users are prevented from choosing a difficulty level that is
too easy for them, as a certain challenge seems to have a beneficial effect on the comprehension
of the content. To avoid this, a small test on gameplay behaviour could be conducted beforehand.
An adequate difficulty level could probably be selected with a few questions, or even dynamically
based on the player’s performance [12].
Since the legal text is not written with users in mind, it might be necessary to conduct another
study with a modified text variant to assess whether the composition of the text as a legal document
is responsible for the text group’s struggles. This could be done according to the suggestions of the
test participants with the use of bullet points and drop-down menus. This way, it could be examined
whether the medium of a legal text is unsuitable for understanding privacy policies or whether the
user-unfriendly presentation is the main issue. In the end, privacy policies are documents that are
not written with the users of the service in mind. What is needed is a different medium, whether
textual, video, or game, developed in a user-centred design process and written accordingly in a
user-friendly manner. The original legal document of the privacy policy should remain untouched
while different supplementary media could be supplied to the users.
6.4

Limitations

While we aimed to make a contribution towards understanding the usage and effect of an escape
room game to convey privacy information, our work does not remain without limitations. Due
to the small sample size in our user study, quantitative findings should be treated carefully and
interpreted as a first indicator for future studies. Further, due to the convenience sampling of the
participants, the average age was rather young. Our results can, therefore, not be tranferred to an
older target group. Nonetheless, our new approach by using a game to convey privacy information
mostly targets young persons and persons interested in playing games.
While optimistic about the gamification strategy for the privacy policy, we acknowledge current
limitations of the use case, in particular to its real-life application. The policy escape game developed
and used in the study is not intended to replace the textual version but rather to serve as a supplement
in future scenarios to give users a freedom of choice in how they interact with privacy statements.
To date, the textual version of the privacy policy remains irreplaceable as the required legal element.
Embedding a 3D puzzle game into every application to communicate the policies to users is, however,
currently not a feasible solution, mainly due to technical constraints. To overcome this, such game
could be embedded as a bonus link at the beginning or end of a privacy policy. Furthermore, the
game could bring privacy policies closer to users and motivate them to engage more with privacy
issues in general. Additionally, it could create positive associations with the topic and reduce the
aversion towards privacy policies overall. Furthermore, the game could arouse interest in users as
to what happens with their data. As we discussed earlier, the privacy policy of the CDA app used
in the study is also rather short compared to policies from popular platforms such as Facebook
or WhatsApp. And our implementation approach therefore, does not account for longer privacy
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policies with higher information density. It remains to be investigated then how longer content
can be effectively incorporated into a game experience.
Although a game may not be a suitable solution for every context, we believe that some gamification elements could be borrowed to make privacy policies more accessible, easily comprehensible
and more engaging for the users. For instance, the applied content chunking could allow to break
the lengthy policy content into more digestable and simplified bits to help the users process the
information and make the policies less intimidating. The game also makes it impossible for the
users to skip over the content, meaning they have to engage with the policy in its entirety. While it
may seem like a setback rather than a benefit, it is crucial that the users familiarize themselves with
every part of the policy for an informed consent. The game’s approach to crafting the narrative
from the privacy policy and interlinking its different parts can be translated to the way policies are
presented to the audience.
7

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

This paper investigated how privacy policies behave as serious games. We implemented a mobile
escape room game that conveyed the information of the CDA privacy policy of the RKI to users in
the form of puzzles. A study with 18 participants was conducted to investigate the influence of
games on understanding privacy policies. The participants were divided into two groups. One of
the groups read the privacy policy in its native text format, while the other group used the game
designed in the context of this study. Afterwards, a quiz was used to test information retention in
the two groups.
The findings showed that the game group scored significantly higher in all areas of information
retention. Furthermore, participants in the game group spent more time in the game than the participants in the text group spent with the text, even though both groups perceived the temporal task
demand to be approximately equal. However, frustration during task completion was significantly
higher in the game group.
The results of this study indicate the possibility of facilitating understanding of privacy policies
through the use of games as a medium, in particular of escape room games. A trade-off seems to
exist between the three factors of frustration, duration and understanding. It remains unclear if any
of those factors are specifically a result of the game used and if better trade-offs could be achieved
using different types of games. In conclusion, our study shows that the appropriate type of media
for use in privacy policies can vary and depend on user types as well as desired time frame and
should be chosen according to the use case.
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